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1. Introduction
Let Pχ(D) and P2(D) be linear partial differential operators with constant
coefficients. Let the order of P
λ
 with respect to ξ
x
 be mf that of P2 be m\
and m>m'. Let bjk(D)y k=l, •••, μ be normal boundary operators of order j k
and Λ + = { Λ ? 1 > 0 } . We shall consider the following one-parameter family of
unilateral boundary value problems:
Γ (β—•' PX{D)+PJP)) u(x) = 0 in Rl
{ t )
 L bh(D) u(x) I M o = φk{x'\ k = 1, .-, μ .
Here φ=(φi, •••, φμ) belongs to F"1(CΓ(ΛW"1)Γ> where F" 1 denotes the inverse
Fourier transformation. We shall choose bjk(D), k=l, •••, /^  so that the bounded
solutions are uniquely determined. We have introduced the notion of "reduci-
bility" for the family of elliptic boundary value problems in [1] and that of
"admissibility" for the family of Cauchy problems in [2]. In §3, by using
the localization in the Fourier images of the solutions of (1.1), which we may
call the local Fourier analysis, we shall introduce the notion of "micro-admissi-
bility" and "micro-reducibility" of (1.1) and show the same kind of results as
those on the reducibility of the family of elliptic boundary value problems in
[1]. As a preliminary, we shall study in §2 asymptotic behaviour of the chara-
cteristic roots more deeply than [1]. In §4, we shall pacth up the localization
in the Fourier images and study relation between the reducibility and the micro-
reducibility on various examples. In §5, we shall show the normal reducibility
of the following one-parameter family of non-characteristic Cauchy problems for
kowalewskian operators:
Γ (ε P1(D)+P2(D)) u = 0, in R«
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If the Cauchy problems (1.2) are uniquely solvable and the limit u0 of the solu-
tions ut of (1.2) exists in C{RXχ\ ^'(ΛjΓ1)), which denotes the space of continu-
ous functions of x
x
 in RXχ valued in 3)\Rnx7ι), then u0 satisfies
rP2(D)u=0,mRn;
Here m=ord P1 (the order of Px), m'=ord P2, and m>m'. In appendix, we
shall give a brief survey of boundary values of solutions to a non-characteristic
hyperplane according to [4].
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we shall study necessary properties of the characteristic
roots and the asymptotic behaviour of determinants more deeply than [1].
Let PX{D) and P2(D) be linear partial differential operators with constant
coefficients. Let the order of P
x
 with respect to ξ
x
 be m, that of P2 be m\ and
m>tn'. Let their symbols be
(2.2) P2(ξ) = p -fΓ'+Σ37li A./*') 5Γ'-y
Here jp
w
(£') and^>2; (f') are polynomials of f' without restrictions on orders, that
is, PX{D) and P 2(^) a r e non-kowlaewskian in general and p is a non-zero con-
stant.
We shall deal with the following polynomial with a small positive parameter
S:
(2.3) em-m
By replacing £ by £• | p \ ι^m~m \ we may assume that | p \ = 1. Denote the char-
acteristic roots of (2.3) with respect to ξ
x
 by τ ; (£, ξ'),j=\> •••, m and those of
(2.4)
with respect to ζ
λ
 by σ y ( | ' ) , y = l , •••, m\ respectively.
ASSUMPTION 2.1. There exists a point ξό in Rn~ι such that for
REMARK. If Assumption 2.1 is satisfied, then there exists an open ball
B0=B0(r0; ξί) of radius r0 with the centre ξό such that all σj(ξ') are simple on
the closure of B
o
.
Under Assumption 2.1, we have essentially studied the asymtotic properties
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of the characteristic roots of (2.3) in [1]. We shall calculate the second and the
third terms of the asymptotic expansions of the characteristic roots of (2.3).
Denote by θ the argument of —p satisfying 0^θ<2π, that is, — p—exp iθ.
Denote
m—m m—m
and
 TJ = ζ'-
m
'-\j = m'+l, - , m
L e m m a 2.2. Let Assumption 2.1 be satisfied and B
o
 he the open ball in
Remark to Assumption 2.1. If the suffixes {j} of the characteristic roots τ ; (£, ξ'),
y = l , •••, m of (2.3) are properly chosen, then there exists a positive number £0 such
that if 0<S<S0, then τy(£, ξ')> j=\, •••, m satisfy the following asymptotic proper-
ties on the closure of B
o
:
Forj=l, —,m'
(2.5) τj(€, ξ') = σjitf+sj^ξ') em-m'+sa
where 9X =
(2.6)
(2.7)
Forj=m'+1,
(2.8)
where
(2.9)
(2.10)
9
sJ.s =
r,(£, ξ') =
t3 = (m-
+((«'
7,2 — Pi{
1 g
 2
2! ' ' '
 θτί
 τ
+
/^
2
'-^)p-ϊp2,
(j i% cΓ ) C/1 X^olw •• cΓ i
2V J) ^ J 1 ί 2\ j > o
hin+^r uξ
—pl,l+p2,l P~
1
m—m'
\\m'— 1)—m(m— 1)
2!
,i-(»*-l)A,iK+/>
Proof. In [1], we have calculated the first terms of the expansion of the
characteristic roots. Put ε'=Sm~m'. When Assumption 2.1 is satisfied, we know
that m' characteristic roots of £/ P 1 (f)+P 2 (?)=0 a r e analytic for sufficiently
small 8' and ξ' in a neighbourhood of the closure of BQ. As we need the first
three terms of the expansion of the characteristic roots τ ; (£, ξ'), we may as-
sume that
τ,(ε, n = σ,(Π+*«(f Ή'+*w(r) e'f>.f = 1. -.«'
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Expand the left-hand side of
as a power series of £'. Differentiate the power series by £' and put £ '=0.
Then the coefficient of £' is
and this must be zero. Since <Tj(ξ') are simple on the closure of BOf it implies
that diPzi&j, ξ')Φθ. Hence we have (2.6). By differentiating two times the
power series by £' and putting £ '=0, we have (2.7). Thus we have (2.5).
Multiply (2.3) by Sm\ and put t=€-ξ
v
 Then
(2.11) f+ΣT-iPUn&r-'+P f'+ΣΐϊiPuinε't-'-' = °
We know that m—m' roots of (2.11) are analytic in a neighbourhood of the
closure of B
o
 for sufficiently small £. Put tj=S Tj(S,ξ'), j=m'-{-l> *",m.
Then tjy j—m'-\-l, •••, m are the roots of (2.11). As we need first three terms
of the expansion of tjf we may assume that
tj = θτ'j+tjάξ')-ε+tjtt(ξ')-6?J = m'+l, -., m .
Substitute tj for t in (2.11) and expand the left-hand side of (2.11) as a power
series of £. Then the coefficient of £ is
and this must be zero. As (@Tj)m~fn'=—p, we have
Since the right-hand side of (2.12) is independent of j , we may write tjt2=t2.
The coefficient of £2 is
and this must be zero. Hence
tiΛ = (m-m
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Thus we have (2.8). [QΈ.D].
Let v and μ be integers such that λ^v^Lrri and v+l^μ^m. Let
ju •'•>> be a series of integers with
(2.13) 0 ^ j 1 < . . < > ^ m - l .
Let bj(τ, ξ'),j=ji, •••>> be polynomials of order j as
(2.14) bj(τ, ξ') = τ'*+ΣLi bjtk(ξ') r>'-k,j=jv - , > ,
which are denoted by bj(τ) when regarded as polynomials of T with polynomial
coefficients. We shall use the same notation as in [1] except T'k and dD'k as
follows.
NOTATION 2.3. For polynomials bj(τ)yj=l, •••, μ and for complex numbers
or functions τ} and φJyj=ί, •••, μ,
= MatZ) 0 (τ 1 ,—.rμ δx, — , ί μ ) =
= M a t D
Λ
( T l , —, τ > ; δ ^ •••, &μ; φ 2 , •••, φ μ )
• b^Tk-!) φ i * i ( τ A + 1 ) ••• δ j ( τ μ ) "I
' ^ ( T A - i ) φ μ i μ ( τ
Λ + 1 ) ••• δμ(τjx) J
where Λ = l , •••, μ.
r 1
Mat
Mat Fμ_
v
_1>0 = Mat Fμ.v.^f ;./v+2> — >
Mat F μ _ v , 0 = Mat Fμ_v(ξ-;/v + 1, - , > ) .
For
Mat Fμ_
v>ft = Mat Fμ_v(f ; j v + 1 , — ,iv
Mat 9Dί = Mat Z)A(1, f, - , J^"^ 1; > + i , ..., τ ^ ; Π ) .
We shall abbreviate the determinant of Mat D as D, where Mat D is any of the
matrices abbreviated as above. Denote / = J
v
+ i + + > a n d J'=J—iv+i
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D(k) = Θ'' D0(l, "., £*-v"2, ζ*~\ - ,
5*-v(Π = Σ ϊ - ί (fty
v+4.i(f )• ^
By the same method as in Lemma 2.4 in [1], we have the following:
Lemma 2.4. Let Assumption 2.1 be satisfied and B
o
 be the open ball in
Remark to Assumption 2.1. Then
(2.15) 1™D°(T» "•> τ»> bh> - > biy)-εJ
Fork=l, ~,v
(2.16) l i m D ^ T ! , •••, τ μ ; 6^, •••, &y#i; ^ , •••, φμ)-*SJ
= Dk(σly •• , σ v ; 6^, •••, 6/ v ; φ : , •••, Φv) Θ 7 l^-v,o >
and for k=v-{-l, •••, ^
(2.17) Km JD*(τ!, -.,
 T μ ; iyx, •-, bJμ; φly - , φ ^ ) - ^
φ
x
, •••, Φv+i) (— l)*~ v " 1 Θ / / F μ _ v > 1 > 0 ,
σ
v+1 ώ α dummy variable, that is, the right-hand side of (2.17) is independent
Of ( Γ V + 1 .
convergences are uniform on the closure of B
o
.
Dente the asymptotic expansions of Dk by
Dk = dUξ') ε-J+<i(ξ') e-J+1+θ{ε-'-*), k = o, -, μ .
By the same method as in Lemma 2.6 in [1], we have the following:
Lemma 2.5. Let Assumption 2.1 be satisfied and B
o
 be the open ball in Re-
mark to Assumption 2.1. Assume that F/A_v>0=0.
(2.18) d0Λ = D0(σ19 •-., cr v ; δ ; i , . " ,
For k=l, ~,v
(2.19) 4,i = % i , - , σ
v
; 6
Λ
, - , 6y
v
; φ
JPor ft=z;+l, •••, μ
(2.20) rf4tl = 0 .
Whenj
v+1-jv=ίy
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(2.21) dQΛ = D0(σlt - , σ v ; b$v - ,
+D0(<rv •••, σ v ; i ; i , •••, fty
For k=ί9 —,v
(2.22) </M = Z^fo, ..-, σ v ; &, , - , δyv; &,
/ί=z/-f-l, •••, /^  there are two cases as follows.
When v=\ and j^,=0, it may be assumed that bj1=b0=ί and bJ 2=b1==ξ1-\-
bltl(ξ') Then
(2.23) dkΛ = (-iγ-*(<f>2-(σi+bltl(ξ')) fa.Dω .
When v^2 or j\^ί,
(2.24) dkΛ = 0.
3. The micro-reducibility
Let the symbol of P1 be (2.1) and that of P2 be (2.2). Let bik(D), k=ly •-, μ
be normal and Rn+={x1>0}. We shall consider the following one-parameter
family of unilateral boundary value problems:
Γ (ε Λ(D)+P2(Z))) u(x) = 0 in Rl
L b,t(D) u(x) I I l l 0 = φk(x'), k = l , ~,μ.
Here we shall choose bjk(D)> k=l> •••, /,& so that the bounded solutions solved by
the partial Fourier transformation with respect to x' are uniquely determined.
In this paper, we hsall only deal with such solutions in order to determine a
unique solution of (3.1) for every fixed £. Denote by B(Rn+) the space of bound-
ed continuous functions in R%.
DEFINITION 3.1. A one-parameter family of the unilateral boundary
value problems (3.1) is said to be micro-admissible at ξ'
o
 if there exist an open
ball B with centre ξo in Rn
ξ
7ι and a positive number £0 such that the one-para-
meter family of (3.1) satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) For every S with 0 < £ < £ 0 and for every Φ = ( φ x , —, φμ) in F~1(CS5(β))μ,
the unilateral boundary value problem (3.1) has a unique solution u9(x; Φ) in
(2) For every Φ in F~\C'S>(B))μ', there exists a function u
o
(x; Φ) such that
lim u
e
(x; Φ) = u
o
(x\ Φ) in C(Rn+).
ε jo
A one-parameter family of the unilateral boundary value problems (3.1) is
said to be micro-reducible at ξί if the family (3.1) is micro-admissible at ξ'Q and
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satisfies the following two conditions:
(3) There exists a series (k
v
 •••, A
v
) such that
and every u
o
(x; Φ) satisfies the following unilateral bounadry value problem:
P2(D)u(x) = 0mRl;(3 2)
K
 ' ' \bhl(D)u(x)\Xll0 = φkl(x'),l=ί,
(4) The reduced unilateral boundary value problem (3.2) is uniquely solvable.
In particular, when kt=l} 1=1 > •••, v, the family (3.1) is said to be normally
micro-reducible at ξ&. The family (3.1) is said to be abnormally micro-reducible
at ξ'
o
 if the family (3.1) is micro-reducible at ξ'
o
 but not normally micro-
reducible at ξo.
REMARK. When v=m'y the micro-reducibility is equivalent to the normal
micro-reducibility. We can also define the micro-admissibility at (x'
o
 ξό) and
the micro-reducibility at (x'
o
 ξί) by replacing Rn
x
7ι with a neighbourhood U' of
x'o. Since we only treat solutions solved by the partial Fourier transformation,
we do not need licaliaztion in #'-sρace.
Let us consider the partial Fourier transform with respect to x' of (3.1):
(3.3)
Let Assumption 2.1 be satisfied, B
o
 be the open ball in Remark to Assumption
2.1, and Φ=(φ
v
 •••, φμ) belong to F"1(CST(£0))fA. If the suffixes {j} of the chara-
cteristic roots τ ; (£, ξ')y j=l, " ,m are properly chosen, which are simple in JB0
for sufficiently small £, then the solutions of (3.3) are represented as
(3.4) ά(x
u
 ξ') = y(«,) Σf-i Ck(6, ?' Φ) (exp irh{6, ξ') Xl).
Here Y(xι) is the Heaviside function and for k=l, •••, μ,
Next we shall study sufficient conditions for the unique solvability of (3.3).
Assume that there exists an open ball Br with the centre ξό included in BQ such
that on the closure of Br and for sufficiently small 5,
(3.6) Im τk(S, Π>°> k=\, - , μ
and
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(3.7) Jmrk(ε,ξ')<O,k=μ+ί,-,m,
where the suffixes {j} of τy(£, ξ'), j=l, - ,m are properly chosen. Then
bounded solutions of (3.3) are uniquely determined for Φ in F"1(C5°(B'))/<'. We
shall only deal with bounded solutions of (3.1) whose partial Fourier transforms
are (3.4).
Use the same suffixes {j} of τ, (£, ξ'),j=ί, •••, m as in Lemma 2.2. Denote
N+(θ) = #{/; Im Θτ;>0,y = m'+ί, - , m\ ,
N°(θ) = #{/; Im Θτ< = 0,; = m'+ί, •-, m} ,
and
N~(θ) = #{;; ImΘr'^OJ = m'+l, •», m} ,
iθ
where θ is the argument of —p and Θ=exp
 7. Then we have the follow-
m—tn
mg:
(1) The case when tn—m'=2l— 1, where / is a positive integer.
(1—a) If 0 = 0 or π, then
N+(θ) = 1-1, N°(θ) = 1 , and N~(θ) = 1-1.
(1-b) If 0<θ<τt, then
N+(θ) = I, N°(θ) = 0 , and N~(θ) = 1-1.
(1—c) If π<θ<2π, then
N+(θ) = l-l, N°(θ) = 0 , and N~(θ) = l.
(2) The case when m—m'=21, where 1 is a positive integer.
(2-a) If 0=0, then
N+(0) = l-l, N<>(0) = 2 , and iV"(0) = / - l .
(2-b) If 0«9<2τr, then
N+(θ) = I, N°(θ) = 0 , and N~(θ) = I.
It must be remarked that
0, fc = m ' + l , .... m}
= {e
τ
'k; k = m'+l, ».,
In order to seek sufficient conditions for (3.6) and (3.7), we introduce
ASSUMPTION 3.2.
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Ίmσj(ξS)<O,j=v+l, - , « ' .
REMARK. Here the number v may be changed by ξ'
o
.
Assumption 3.2 implies that there exists an open ball B1 with the centre ξό
included in B
o
 such that on the closure of B
ι
 and for sufficiently small £,
(3.8) ϊmrj(ε,ξ')>0,j=l,-,v
(3.9)
Lemma 2.2 implies that if Im Θτ/>0 (resp. Im θτy<0), then there exists an
open ball B2 with the centre ξ'o included in Bλ such that I m τ ; (£, ξ')>0 (resp.
Im Tj(S, f')<()) on the closure of B2 and for sufficiently small £. When Im ΘTJ
= 0 , we need the following:
ASSUMPTION 3.3.
Lemma 2.2 implies that if Im ΘTJ=0 and
(3.10) Im(-A,1(?$)+i>2,i(^) ί
then Im τ, (£, ξo)>0 and that if Im θτj=0 and
(3.H) Im (-A.i(«)+Aα(«) f
then Im
 Ty(f, ?o)<O. Put
(3.12) ^ - v+N+(θ)+N°(θ), (The case when (3.10).),
(3.13) μ = z/+^+((9), (The case when (3.11).).
Then there exists an open ball B' with the centre ξo included in B2 such that
on the closure of B' and for sufficidntly small £,
(3.14) Im τj(S}
(3.15) Im τj(6, ξ')<0, j = m'+μ-v+l, —, m .
When m—m'=2l—\ and (O<0<τr or π<θ<2π) or when m—m'=2l and
O<0<27Γ, that is, when N°(θ)=0, Assumption 3.3 is not required, Thus, by
permuting the suffixes {z>+l, •••, m} of the characteristic roots properly, we can
find an open ball B' with the centre ξό included in B
o
 such that for sufficiently
small 6, (3.6) and (3.7) are valid on the closure on B'.
NOTATION 3.4.
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A)(cr; v) (£') = D0(crlf •••, σ v ; bJl9 •••, 5yv-1, bJyt+ι)
We shall need the following assumption of the "micro-ellipticity" of the
boundary conditions.
ASSUMPTION 3.5.
(1) A ( σ ) ( f ί ) Φ 0 .
(2) D0(σ;v)(ξ'0)Φ0.
(3) D0(σ) (ζl)-Bμ^(ξί)+D0(σ; v) (ξl)-Vμ_yΛΦθ.
REMARK. If Assumption 3.5 is satisfied, then there exists an open ball B in-
cluded in B' such that (1), (2), and (3) are valid for all ξ'
o
 on the closure of B.
If v=m', then we have D0(σ) (ξ')φθ on the closure of B.
Recall that Bμ._
v
(ξ') is a polynomial of ξr and that Fμ_Vf0 and Fμ_v,i are con-
stants independent of ξ'. Then, by the same kind of method as in Theorem 4.4
in [1], we have the following:
Theorem 3.6. Let Assumption 2.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5 be satisfied and B be
the open ball in Remark to Assumption 3.5. When m—m'=2l—l and (0<θ<π
or π<θ<2π) or when m—m'=2l and §<θ<2π, Assumption 3.3 is not required.
Let μ be (3.12) or (3.13) and the boundary data space be F-\Co{B)y.
(1) The case when rank Mat Fμ__
v > 0=μ—v, that is, F μ _ v o Φ θ . The family
(3.1) is normally micro-reducible at ξ'
o
. In particular, if the boundary conditions
are Dirίchlet's
(3.16) bh(D) = DkΓ\k=l, .-.9μ,
then the family (3.1) is normally micro-reducible at ξ'
o
.
(2) The case when rank Mat Vμ_v>0=μ—v—1. Then Fμ_ v , 0 =0.
(2-1) If j
v+1—jv^2 and Bμ,_v(ξΌ)^O, then the family (3.1) is normally micro-
reducible at ξ'
o
.
(2-2) Ifjv+i—,j\= 1> ^ *tt fλβre are ίAr^ cases as follows.
(2-2-a) / / J 5 μ _ v ( ^ ) Φ 0 βwi F μ . V t l = 0 , ίfen the family (3.1) w normally micro-
reducible at ξ'
o
.
(2-2-b) // Vμ_VΛΦ0 β/zrf D* J5μ_v(?o)=0/or Λ/Z multi-indexes a, that is, Bμ^(ξ')
= 0 , ίAβw ίfe Ziwώ u0 of the solutions of (3.1) satisfies the following boundary condi-
tions :
(3.17) M f l )«WU*o = Φk(x')> * = 1» -» " - 1 * ^ + !
//z particular, when v^m'—1, the family (3.1) w abnormally micro-reducible at ξό.
When v=mr, the family (3.1) is micro-admissible at ξό but not micro-reducible
at ξ'
o
.
(2—2—c) If Fμ_
v > 1Φθ and there exists a multi-index a such that Dp i?j*-v(
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that is, Bμ^(ξf)^Ot then the family (3.1) is micro-admissible at ξ'o but not micro-
reducible at ξ'
o
.
4. Various examples
We shall patch up the localization in ξ'-space and study the reducibility in
various examples. We shall require the following "global-ellipticity" of the
boundary conditions:
ASSUMPTION 4.1. There exist positive numbers I, C, and M independent
of 0 < £ < l and ξ' in Rn~ι such that
and every cofactor DOtktl of Do k, 1=1 > •••, μ satisfies
Here<r>=(l+IΠ)1 / 2
REMARK. In some cases, instead of Assumption 4.1, it might be better to
assume
where δ > 0 and to deal with ZΛsolutions instead of S'-solutions. Then we
can admit some algebraic singularities of D
o
 at ξ'=Q.
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let P
x
(ξ) be an elliptic polynomial of order 2μ with real
coefficients such that P
x
{ξ)>0 for ξ in Rn and
(4.i) p1(ξ) = ξr+ΣT-i puλn ξϊμ-J •
Let P2(ζ') be an elliptic polynomial of ξ' with real coefficients such that P2(ξ')>
0 for ξ' in Rn~ι and ord P 2<ord Pv Then, for ξ in R
n
 and for 0 < £ < l ,
(4.2) έ"-ι-Pi(ξ)+iξi+P2{ξf) =f= 0
This implies that the characteristic roots τy(£, ξ'),j=l, ~ ,2μ satisfy Im τy(f, ξ')
> 0 or Im τj(εy ξ')<0 alternatively in Rnfι for 0<S < 1 .
Let us consider the following one-parameter family of unilateral boundary
value problems:
3 Γ (e 2"" 1 -Pι(D)+iD1+P2(D')) u(x) = 0 in R\ •
I bh{D) u(x) I xιlo = φk(x'), k=l,...,μ,
with 0 < £ < l . Let bJl=b0=l and bjk, k=2, •••, μ be normal and satisfy As-
sumption 3.5 for B=Rn~1. Then the family (4.3) is normally micro-reducible
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at every point ξr mRn~ιy which will be shown under.
Let Φ in F-\C7(B(0; R))T> where J5(0; R)={\ξ'\<R}. Since > ^ 2 j * - l
andy 2 ^ 1, it follows that for every pair (lu /2), ll912^A= {/2, •••,>} with /1<4> we
have 0</ 2—l^jμ—j 2^2μ—2. Hence lx^l2 (mod 2μ—1), and we have rank
Mat Fμ_ l f 0 =μ— 1. Since the characteristic roots are simple for \ξ'\<R and
€<SRy the partial Fourier transforms of the solutions un of (4.3) can be represent-
ed as (3.4). By Lemma 2.2, we have
(4.4) τ
ι
(£,?') = ^ 2 ( ? ' ) + O ( £ 2 ' " 1 ) .
and
(4.5)
 Tj(6, ξ')-6 = Θ^- 2 +O(6) , j=2, - . , 2μ .
Here Θ=exp ^ — and f=exp ^ 2 π \ . The imaginary parts of τ/£, ξ'),
L\2μ—\) 2μ—\
j=ίy •••, μ are positive. Hence Lemma 2.4 implies
lim Q(e, Γ Φ) = Um (A
and for k=2>
Therefore
lim Ck{
lim uz =
, f' Φ) = um (Dk S')/(D0.£J) = 0 .
8 V O
This implies that u0 satisfies
( 4 > 6 ) , JX_ „-<*) = 0 in Λ i
Thus (4.3) is normally micro-reducible at every point in 5(0; i?), where R is an
arbitrary positive number.
When Assumption 4.1 is satisfied, the family (4.3) is normally reducible.
In fact, Assumption 4.1 assures the commutation of the limit S | 0 and the
inverse Fourier transformation. Then we have only to calculate the pointwise
limit of (3.4) in £'-space, but this is the micro-reducible version.
The above example can be generlized as follows:
EXAMPLE 4.3. Assume the same assumptions as in Example 4.2. Let P3(ξ)
be an elliptic polynomial of order 2κ such that P3(£)4=0 for ξ in Rn and the
characteristic roots of P3(ξ)=0 with respect to ξ1 are simple in RςΓ1. Consider
the following equation:
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(4.7) (62*-1 'P
ι
(ξ)+iξ
ι
+P2{ξ')) P3(ξ) = 0 .
Renumber
 T l(£, ξ') of (4.4) as T | e + 1(£, ξ') and τ/£, £') of (4.5) as τκ+j(6, ξ'),j=2,
~ , μy respectively. We denote by σy(£'),y=l, • ••, K the characteristic roots of
P3(ξ)=0y which have positive imaginary parts. Put <rκ+1(ξ')—i'P2(ξ') and
τy=σy,/=l, •••, Λ + 1 . Let us consider the following one-parameter family:
Γ ( S P ^ + ^ + i W ) ) P*D) u(x) = 0 in
Here we assume that jk^2μ-\~2κ— 1 and that iyΛ satisfy Assumption 3.5 for
B=Rn~1. Then we can apply Theorem 3.6 to this example for B=Rn~1. When
Assumption 4.1 is satisfied, we can have the same result as in Theorem 4.4 in [1].
Let us give an example of the micro-admissible family, which is not micro-
reducible. This is a special case of Example 4.3.
EXAMPLE 4.4. Put P
ι
=ξ1'+<ξy, P2=<ξ'>
2
, and P 3=^
2+^-<?'> 2 in (4.7).
ma 2.2 implies that
), and
 Ti'ε=θζ-^<
Denote Θ=exp - ^ - and ζ=exp -^-. Lem
 σi(ξ')=—<£'>,
We set the following boundary conditions:
«l*1ιo=Φi»A«L1;o=Φz»A
2
«l*1io = Φs»
 a n d
 A7«lχ,
Here φlt φ2, φ3, and φs belong to F'XCoiR"'
1)). Then we have
D
o
 (j-<ξ'>, Kξy 1, T) = ^ ' > ( < r > - y ) Φ 0 ,
-<?'>2 (<r> 2 -^) Φ
42 ζ(ζ)<ξy, and
Thus
o^,i/®8 = - f ( r - 1 ) <r>
and
Obviously, this family is micro-admissible at every point in JBJΓ1. Denote by u0
the limit of w8 when 6 I 0. Since
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(lim «,) I X l i ΰ = «,Uio = F-'CK, +d2Λ)ld0Λ) =
uQ satisfies the boundary condition u | J C i ; o = φ 1 . We have
a n d c
' = < r > ( ^ > + D W e a l s o h a v e
= F~ι(C4
where C4= <?> , C t - ^ ^ ( ^ ^ + 1 ) , and C ^ 2 ^ ^ 1 . Hence
 4<?'>+Γ 4<?'>+l 6 4<?'>+l
does not satisfy the boundary conditions D1u\Xli0=φ2 and D1
2
u\Xli0=φ3. Thus
this family is not micro-reducible at every point in Rnfι.
Since v depends on ££, μ the number of the boundary conditions may be
changed by ξό. When μ is changed by ξ'Oί we can not set the problem of the
reducibility. The following example, to which Theorem 3.6 can not be applied,
will show us such a situation.
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let Pt(f )=<£>4 and P2(ξ)=-<£>2 Then the characteristic
roots of εA-P1(ξ)+P2(ξ)=0 are ±i<£'> and ± — . ( l - < £ ' > 2 £2)1/2 For fixed Sy
c
two characteristic roots have positive imaginary parts for sufficienty large ξ'.
Therefore, let us consider the following one-parameter family of unilateral
boundary value problems:
( 4 9 )
L ^ l Φ A M l = Φ2 >
where φ1 and φ2 belong to S(Rn). But the cS'-solutions of (4.9) are not unique.
In fact, if φ19 φ2, and φ3 belong to F-\Co(B(O; R))) and 6<R-1<ίy then the
following family
(410) Γ ( f p i ( ) + p 2 ( z ) ) u - ° i n
is micro-reducible at every point in B(0; R).
5. The convergence of canonical extensions
We shall deduce some results from the convergence of the canonical ex-
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tensions, referring to Appendix. Let P1 and P2 be kowalewskian with their sym-
bols:
Denote P,(ξ)=6 P1(ξ)+P2(ξ) and
where />2,*=0 for &<0. Let us consider a sequence of prolongable solutions
M
e
 of
Here every bj(D) is a normal boundary operator of order j and every φj belongs
to 3)'(Rn~ι). Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. If there exists a sequence of prolongable solutions u9 of (5.1)
and a distribution v such that
(5.2) [«,]+->ί>miZ)'(Λ"),
then
(5.3) P2(D)v = 0 in Rn+;v= [v]+
(5.4) bj(D)v\Xli0 = bj(D)ut\Xii0 = φj,j = 0, .... m ' - l .
Proof. First we shall prove the assertion when bj=D1
i
t / = 0 , •••, m—1.
Denote by {?/,,}, Z=l, 2, ε the dual boundary systems of {Dj} with respect to
P,(D), 1=1,2, S, respectively. Then by (A5), ί,./f ) = ' ( 4 Σί-β A.»(f') fi'"*),
/=1,2,£. For every u(x) in C~(i?*), we have *
Pt(D) (F(*χ) «) =
where φj(xr)=D1Ju\Xl=Of j = 0 , •••, m— 1. Since the dual boundary system is
uniquely determined in the case of constant coefficients, it implies that
%
ιk(D) = e ' ? 1 >»(D)+' f t i»φ), k = 0, - , m '- l
and
= € 'quk(D), * = « ' , . . . , « .
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Thus we can write
(5.5) Pt(D) [«,r - ΣST01 W y - i ( J W * i ) ΦJ}
= £ Σ7--o1 'q^-UDΠSixJ φ y >+Σ^
1
 W-y-iPW*) φ,} .
Letting £ j 0 in (5.5), we have
(5.6) P2{D) v = Σ7--oι W - y
Since the support of the right-hand side of (5.6) is included in x
λ
—0y it follows
that P2(D) v=0 in R\. The expression (5.6) and the definition of the boundary
values of v imply (5.4). The uniqueness of the expression (5.6) of [v]+ implies
v=[υ]+.
Denote by {cBj} the dual boundary system of {bj} with respect to Pt(D).
Then by (A6),
C9J = £ Σί-0 '^ -i-y+jfe,* ?!./-*+Σί-0 'atn'-l-j+k.k frj-k '
Here aJtk satisfy (AA) and ajtk=0> for y<0. Since aJtk are independent of S,
we have
Thus we can reduce this general case into the first. [Q.E.D.]
In [2], we have already studied the necessary conditions for the convergence
of solutions of the one-parameter family of Cauchy problems. The following
theorem shows that an admissible one-parameter family of Cauchy problems is
normally reducible.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that there exists a sequence of solutions w8 of the
following Cauchy problems:
rP f(D)« = 0 , m ^ ;
L *y(0) *U-o = ΦjJ = 0, - , m-\ ,
and a distirbutίon v such that
(5.8) limtφc) = v(x) in C{RXχ\ ®\RnxT1)).
Then v satisfies the following reduced Cauchy problem:
ΓP2(D)u = 0,inRn;
{
 L hΨ) «U-o = ΦjJ = 0, - , tn'-l.
Proof. By (5.8), we have
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lim Y{x
λ
) ut{x) = Y(xx) v(x) in φ\Rn).
Since [ut]+= Y{xλ) un(x), it follows that
lim [ut]+ = Y{xx) v(x) in S)\Rn).
ε o
We know that
bj(D) u9\Xli0 = bj(D) ut\Xl=0 = φj9j = 0, .", m-\ .
Hence w
β
 satisfies the boundary value problem (5.1). By applying Lemma
5.1, we have P2(D) v=0 in £D\R\), v=[v]+, and
bj(D) v\Xli0 = bj(D) v1,1=0 = φj9j = 0, .-, m'-1 . [Q.E.D]
REMARK. For example, when P
x
 is strongly hyperbolic and the data be-
long to C^(Rn"1)) then the Cauchy problem (5.7) is uniquely solvable for every
£ < 1 . See Theorem 4.7 and 4.10 in [6]. Hence when P
x
 is strongly hyper-
bolic and P2 is hyperbolic, the admissibility implies the normal reducibility.
The following example shows that as for the one-parameter family of boun-
dary value problems, it is not appropriate to require the convergence of canoni-
cal extensions.
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let us consider the one-parameter family of boundary value
problems of ordinary differential operators:
(5.10)
Put ι /
β
= ^ exρ ( — — Y Then w8 is the global solution in W{R), especially
in W(R+). The canonical extension of ut is Y{x)ut{x) as we refer in Remark
to Lemma A.2. Since
<Yuz, φ> = -L Γ te-t φ(St) dt,
ε JoS
<Yut, φ> does not converge in 3)'(R) when 6 J, 0. Put
'ut(x), for x^0
—uz{—x)y for x<0 .
Then
"„ Φ> = Γ t2 β-' J - (Φ{εt)-Φ(-€t)) dt
Jo St
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and (v
e
, φy~+2φ'(0) Γ(3), when £ j 0. Here Γ(#) is the gamma function.
Therefore vt is a solution not in R but in R
+
 and converges in 3)\R).
REMARK. In case of initial value problems with variable coefficients, A.
Yoshikawa, [8] studied the same kind of equations as in Example 5.3 in a smart
treatment.
Appendix
The boundary values of solutions to a non-characteristic hyperplane
We shall give a brief survey of a general boundary value theory for solu-
tions of linear partial differential equations with constant coefficients according
to [4] based on hyperfunction theory.
Let P(D) be a differential operator of order m with constant coefficeints and
its symbol be
(A.1) P(ξ) = f
Here every pj(ξ') is a polynomial of ξ' with order pj^ίj. Let every bj(D)y
j=0f •••, m— 1 be a differential operator of order j with constant coefficients and
its symbol be
(A.2) bj(ξ) = & ' + Σ ί - i *>.»(*') Si1'" •
Here every bjtk(ξ') is a polynomial of ξ' with order bjtk^*k. Such a differential
operator as bj(D) is said to be normal, and
(A.3) &y(β)wWIMo= Φy(*')>i = O, - , m - l
is called the normal boundary condition. A system {δy}^1 is said to be normal if
every bj is normal. When {bj}J~o is normal, there exist normal differential
operators ajtk(D') such that for7=0, •••, m—ί
(A.4) = Σ3ί-o
A system icj(D)}"Zo is called the rft^Z boundary system of {fty(Z))} "Γo1 with
respect to P(D) if for every Cm function u(x) it satisfies
P(D) (Y(Xl) «(*)) = F(*i) P(Z)) «(^)+Σ17.-oι ^ . . . ^ ( D ) (δ(*x) bj(D) u{x)),
in a neighbourhood of ^ = 0 . Here Y{x^) is the Heaviside function and 8(x1)
is the Driac measure. The symbols of the dual boundary system of
with respect to P(D) are
(A.5) qj(ξ) = '(4-Σί-oP*(ξ') ξ
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and those of {bj} JΓo1 are
(A.6) cj(ξ) = Σ3Lo 'β-w+Mtf ') ίy-*(β
Let U be a domain containing the origin. Put C/+=£/n {#i>0}, U°=UΓϊ
{^=0}, t/-=ε/Π {^i<0}, U+=U+ΌU°, and U~=U-UU°. When E/° is re-
garded as an open set in Λ*"1, E/° is denoted by U', that is, E7°= {0} X £/'.
A distribution u in W(U+) is said to be prolongable into Λ ^ O if there
exist an open set V and a distribution ϋ in W(V), which is called an extension
of uy such that
VΠ -foX)} = U+ and t; |
 ϋ+ = u .
Lemma A.l. Let u(x) be a prolongable solution of P(D)u(x)=0 in U+.
Then there exist a unique extension [u]+ in 3)\U) of u and unique data φj(x') in
=O, —, w—1 satisfying supp [u]+CU+ and
(A.7) P(D) [u]+(x) =
extension [u]+ is said to be canonical and is independent of the choice of the
boundary system. The data φj(x') are called the boundary values to ^ = 0 with
respect to \bj(D)} fZo1. We write b
β
(D) u\Xιi0= φj.
Proof. Let {py} be a partition of unity on U and X be the difining function
of the set U+. We can write PjU=yΣ
Λ
D*fjtΛ, where fjfΛ are continuous func-
tions with supp /
Λα>Csupρ py. Put ϋ = Σ y Σ j * Dβ(5£/yfβ) Then ^1^+=^!^+
and supp v(ZU+. Hence P(D) v=0 in U+ and supp P(D) vd UP. By the local
structure theorem of a distribution whose support is included in ^ = 0 (See Thόo-
rέm XXXVI in [7]), we can write locally
(A.8) P(D) v = Σf.β Z)/δ (*,)/,(*').
Here/
Λ
(Λ;') are distributions. If M*zm, then
J
'-"(δ(*i)/i#(*'))+Σί f-o A*δ(
By replacing ^ by v—D1
M
~
m(8(x1)fM(x'))J we can diminish M by one. Repeat-
ing this operation, we can finally let M=m— 1. We denote this extension by
[u]+ and the coefficients in the right-hand side by Vj(x'), then we have a local
representation of (A.7) when Cy(Z))=*/V as
(A.9) P(Z)) [«]+ = Σr.l 1 A""'" 1 δ(^) «,(*')
Let [w]/+ be another extension and
P(D) [«]'+ = Σ7--01 A " " ' " 1 δ(«ί) »y(*')
If [w]+—[u]'+ is not identically zero, then
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where hM(x') is not identiaclly zero. But
This contradicts the uniqueness of the coefficients in the structure theorem.
Thus [«]+ and Vj(xf) are uniquely determined locally. The sheaf property of
distributions implies that (A.9) holds globally. In the case of general {cj(D)},
put
(A.10) Cj(D) = ΣLo chk{D') *Dt",
then
Hence
P(D) [«]+ = ΣT-11 ΣΓ--Λ1 'e.-y-i
= ΣΓΓo
1
 ' ί .- ,- iΦ) {8(*i) Σί-o
that is,
Since this equation can be solved with respect to v}{xf), it follows that φj(x') are
uniquely determined by u. [Q.E.D.]
REMARK. If u can be extended as a solution, then x
x
 is a C°°-parameter, that
is, u(x) is microlocally C°° at (#; 1, 0, •••, 0) for every x. Hence the product
Y(Xi) u(x) can be defined and we have [w]+= ^(^i) u.
The following lemma will clarify the meaning of the limits of boundary
values. The proof will be omitted.
LEMMA A.2. Let U={\x
ι
\ <8}xU' and u(x) be a prolongable solution of
P(D)u=0in U+. Then
(A.12) bj(D) u(x) I ^
β
 -+ bj(D) u(x) \
 Xli0,
in £>'(Uf) when δ I 0.
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